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So when you use UNIVERSAL DIAMOND cutting tools your

satisfaction is guaranteed as regards to durability and perfection.
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About Us

The edge of quality, shining and soft cutting is the main prime concern areas of UNIVERSAL

DIAMOND TOOLS. Set up in 1983 and since then we had set an edge on diamond cutting tools

[faceting tools]. International are is where we focus to our durability and perfection. Our large clientele

list of customers around the world has proven our tools on quality and durability.

So when you use UNIVERSAL DIAMOND cutting tools your satisfaction is guaranteed as regards to

durability and perfection. 

Quality that makes shines

To give a perfect edge or shine to precious metals [gold, silver, or platinum] and other metals [ brass,

copper or aluminum] you need more perfect diamond cutting tools [faceting tools]. These tools are

used for faceting & designing non-ferrous metals too. We have a system, that gives our tools the

quality and the durability that is needed. QUALITY CONTROL [QC] is emphasized on brazing,

turning, planning and many other factors, that helps our tools to be more perfect in high quality.

Selected diamond is used as a raw material to give you the value for your money. The edge of

quality, shining and soft cutting is the main prime concern areas of UNIVERSAL DIAMOND TOOLS.

Set up in 1983 and since then we had set an edge on diamond cutting tools [faceting tools].

International are is where we focus to our durability and perfection. Our large clientele list of

customers around the world has proven our tools on quality and...

For more information, please visit
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NEW ITEMS

Fly Wheel Diamond Tool Fly Wheel Diamond Tool

Hammer Diamond Tool Inside Turning Tool
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 1983

Nature of Business : Exporter



CONTACT US

Universal Diamond Tools
Contact Person: Naresh Patel

,4/14,GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD,MATRUKRUPA,RAJKOT,,Rajkot,Gujarat 
Rajkot - 360002, Gujarat, India
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